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THE ROMAN
THEATRE
OF GUADIX

Time frame. Guadix in Roman times
Some writers attribute the deductio or foundation of the Roman
colony of Guadix to Ceasar in 45 B.C., after the end of the wars with
Pompey’s supporters (Santero, 1972) whilst others put this forward
to 27 B.C., attributing it to Octaviano, in times of triumvirate, but
inspired by the guidelines set down by Ceasar (González, 1992).
In any case, they do agree that the purpose was to establish the
veterans of the two legions, the legio prima uernacula and the legio
secunda, there. It was only attached to the senatorial province of
la Baetica in the early years, becoming part of the Tarraconensis
after the new division by Augustus (from the year 7 to 2 B.C.), which
extended the borders of this province at the expense of La Baetica
and La Lusitania.
The foundation of the Roman colony implied a building programme
of such calibre that it was bound to leave important archaeological
remains. During the archaeological works carried out in Guadix
over the last twenty-five years, we have begun to glimpse elements
of the Roman city and part of its monumental buildings. The fact
that the colony settled on a prehistoric Iberian oppidum led to the
restructuring of the space and the levelling of the Iberian layers of
construction, which were minor where the Roman constructions
5
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Head of the emperor Trajan, in marble, discovered during the excavations in Calle
Benavides (November 1991). ALM

Corinthian capital discovered in Calle Benavides (1991). ALM

were of a domestic nature and greater where the large buildings
were built. In relation to the foundation levels of the colony, in Calle
Carlos Ros the remains of a semi-underground gallery, or possible
criptoporticus, which would have been covered with a barrel vault
with a clearance of approximately 6m, were found (1994). In this
case, the original Iberian structures had been levelled down to the
foundations.

was something over fifteen metres long. Practically crammed into the
natural clay, it was built from opus caementicium on a base of stones,
with a similar width and total height (1.25m). Numerous ceramic
pieces were recovered both from the filling of the foundations and
the layer of cover which allowed the construction of the sewerage
system to be dated to the second quarter of the 1st Century A.D.
The inside of the pipes was almost entirely clogged with clay and
silt from filtration and deposits once it stopped being used, although
a stratum of sediment about 10cm thick could still be seen at the
base, the typical level of use of a sewer pipe (remains of organic
material, ceramic, glass, fragments of metal, etc.) This clogging
was uniform except in the entry inspection chambers, where a large
amount of construction material was discovered (marble, painted
plaster, tegulae) together with ceramic. The sewer was no longer
in use by the time this type of material entered the system. The
ceramic that collected in the inside dated the abandonment of the
sewer system to the 2nd half of the 2nd Century A.D. A lead pipe,
10cm in diameter, was found crossing below the sewerage pipe on a
tangent through which, curiously, a trickle of water was still running.

Although the location of the colony’s forum is yet to be clarified, the
importance of the remains excavated and the notoriety of some of
the findings lead us to believe that it would have been in an area
close to Conde Luque Square, right in the Latin Quarter. Closeby,
in adjoining Calle Benavides, in 1991, the foundations of a large
structure, which may have been related to or formed part of the
bastions attached to one of the entry gates of the Roman city, were
excavated. At the same site, in a pit filled in in the late imperial era, a
45cm high white marble head of the emperor Trajan was found. Also
noteworthy due to its monumental nature is a Corinthian capital with
an abacus of 120cm and 75cm diameter at the base, which would
point to a nearby public building with columns more than 8 metres
high, possibly a temple.
This construction programme also tackled the installation of public
infrastructures like the sewer discovered in the former Hospital Real
(Calle Santa Maria del Buen Aire) in 1994. The section excavated
6

These are not the only hydraulic structures discovered in Guadix.
A channelling system almost ten metres long and with an average
width of 50cm was also excavated in Calle Benavides, the base built
from opus signinum and the sides from opus caementicium. The
slope of the main stretch leads us to imagine an inlet of water coming
7
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Section of Roman sewerage pipe discovered below the old Hospital Real, now the
headquarters of the Andalusian Employment Service (October 1994). ALM

Marble flooring of the frigidarium, belonging to the baths discovered in Plaza del Conde
Luque (April 2015). mapoyatos

from the other side of the San Miguel watercourse which served
to supply the baths recently discovered in Conde Luque square
during the improvement work on the water sanitation and supply
network. Of these baths, part of the frigidarium (cold room) and the
tepidarium (warm room) have been discovered. The original marble
floor and part of the marble lining of the walls of the frigidarium still
remain. Some of the marble tiles, in different colours where pinks
predominate, are large (more than a metre in length and half a metre
in width). The walls are made of medium-sized stone blocks held
in place with mortar binding. The main wall is 11.9m long by 0.7m
thick whilst the dividing walls at each end of the room are 0.6m
thick. The surviving height of the room is quite high (1.40m high), its
levelling more or less coinciding with the level of the current square.
The ceramic recovered during the excavation work has allowed the
construction of the baths to be dated to the beginning of the 1st
Century A.D.

top of houses from the Iberian period, as at the site occupied by the
Mira de Amescua Municipal Theatre or beneath the current Tourist
Information Office, both in Plaza de la Constitución.
The same behaviour is clear at all excavations where a stratigraphic
sequence of the Roman era has been found: a construction phase
related to the implantation and development of the colony in the first
half of the 1st Century A.D., a subsequent time of abandonment of
certain structures at the end of the 2nd Century A.D. and the scarce
significance of the levels relating to the 3rd and 4th Centuries A.D.

Remains of Roman houses have been found in various parts of the
old town. At a site near the theatre, at the intersection of alleyways
Villalegre and Atahona, in the year 2000, a series of rooms belonging
to one or more houses of large scale was excavated. Sandstone
blocks that must have belonged to a large building, presumably the
theatre given its proximity, had been reused in the construction of
these houses to reinforce corners and the centres of walls. In Calle
Concepción, late-imperial Roman houses were also found, built on
8
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The theatrum in ancient Rome
The construction of a Roman theatre occurred to meet the need to
offer leisure activities for the population, ever more numerous and
now concentrated in cities. In the case in question, a Roman colony
founded to house the veterans of two legions needed to build a
fundamental building, a reflection of the Roman way of life. Roman
theatres were inherited from the Greeks, from which they got their
basic features. The architectural design of all their elements and
their proportions were discovered by Roman architect and engineer,
M. Vitrubio Polión, in his book Ten books on Architecture.
Although the origin of Roman theatres was as a cultural celebration,
they soon became entertainment financed by the local magistrates
or councillors. The theatres were generally located in areas where
the orography allowed most of the stands to be arranged directly on
the natural soil for which reason they looked for hill or mountainsides.
When this was not possible, these were supported by concrete
pillars and they were reached by radial walkways and vaulted
circular galleries. The theatre was structured into three parts: the
scaena, the orchestra and the cavea.
The name scaena includes all the elements and rooms required for
the functioning of the theatrical performances. A large frontal wall
(scaenae frons), which simulated an architectural façade structure
and where one or more overlapping architectural layers appeared
with their columns and cornices, served as permanent decoration;
its height depended on the highest part of the stands and was
crowned with a sloped roof which served as protection and improved
the acoustics. It had three doors, one in the middle (valva regia)
and one at each side (valvae hospitales). The proscaenium was the
space where the actors performed and was located on the podium,
between the orchestra and the scaenae frons. Beneath the large
boards of the stage floor was the hyposcaenium which was a type
of basement used to store the stage machinery and decorations. At
the sides of the scaena there were rooms (parascaenium) that led
directly to the stage through two doors called itinera versurarum.
The distribution of these rooms gave the building unity, since the
outer perimeter of the stands was larger than the width of the stage.
The orchestra is the spectacular space that separates the stage
from the stands. It is separated from these by a frontal wall called
murus pulpiti, the design of which changed over the Centuries: at
first it was rectilinear, then with a central, semicircular exedra with
rectangular niches at the sides (the case of the Guadix theatre) and
finally, with three semicircular exedras interspersed with rectangular
niches. Stands called the proedria were arranged around the outer
10

perimeter of this space and they housed the seats (subsellia)
of honour for priests, magistrates and other relevant elite. The
orchestra was reached by large, lateral, vaulted corridors called
auditus maximus.
The stands where spectators were seated were called cavea. They
were divided horizontally into three parts: the ima, the media and
the summa cavea The ima cavea, was the area located in the lower
third and tended to have more rows of seats due to its smaller
radius. Next would be the media cavea and finally, the summa
cavea. These areas were surrounded by low walls called balteus
which separated the horizontal corridors (praecinctio) that joined
the doors (vomitorium) and the stairs (scalaria) used to access
the different levels. The stairs divided the stands transversely into
sectors called cuneus. On the top level was a columned portico
that finished off the stands (porticus in summa gradatione or in
summa cavea). The distribution of the spectators in the theatres was
extensively legislated and definitively regulated with the Lex Iulia
Teatralis, enacted by Augustus. According to the social status of the
spectators, the ima was reserved for members of the equestrian
order, the media for free citizens and soldiers and the summa for
slaves, women and other groups of lesser status.

Plays
The works performed in Roman theatres fitted into various genres.
The main ones were tragedy and comedy. Both were distinguished
by the theme and the portrayal of the characters participating therein.
Amongst the comedies we can distinguish the fabula palliata (a
Greek story where the actors are dressed in the classic Greek cloak
or pallium), the fabula togata (a costume-based play with a Roman
theme and characters where the actors wear togas) and the Atellan
farce (where a series of set characters in masks make the audience
laugh through a game of deception and romantic plots. However, it
seems mime was the most popular genre of theatre and that which
survived the longest in the Roman world. In mine and pantomime,
body language and imitations play an important role. They were
performed by both men and women who brought day-to-day, current
scenes to life. In order to satisfy the audience the actresses would
sometimes even take their clothes off in public.

11
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The discovery of the Roman theatre of Guadix
On the 4th of July, 2007, the Town Council of Guadix stopped the
construction of a public underground car park with 600 parking
spaces in the area known as Huerta de los Lao, one of the last
of the city’s external vegetable gardens still surviving since the
Muslim period. The reason? The discovery of a concrete wall of
large proportions up to three metres wide and which subsequent
archaeological work would identify as the stage front of the Roman
colony’s theatre. This marked the start of administrative steps that
allowed the first archaeological surveys to begin in March 2008
and the excavation of the stage and part of the orchestra until well
into the month of August. Since then, and until April 2014 when
the enhancement work of the theatre started, the site remained
untouched, except for a small campaign in July 2009 during which
the interior of the underground drainage gallery of the orchestra was
excavated and the pertinent measures to protect the structures were
taken to await further work.

Excavation of the orchestra (July 2008). ALM
12

Archaeological excavations in the theatre (August 2008). ikarum.com
Map of the Roman theatre of Guadix with a hypothetical projection of the stands.
(next pages).
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The architecture of the Colonia Iulia Gemella Acci
theatre
The theatrum was a monumental complex of almost 6000m², built at
the beginning of the second quarter of the 1st Century A.D., as the
ceramic recovered from the foundation pit of the drainage gallery
of the orchestra and in the layer of compacting on top of the clayey
land would seem to indicate. At that time, taking advantage of the
different ground levels, an area close to the North-Western corner
of the Roman wall was levelled and lowered and a large trench
was opened up for the foundations of the scaenae frons. The depth
of this would have required the constant pumping of groundwater
(the water table in winter currently stabilises at 1.5 metres above
the level of the base of the foundations. The underground quarry
that supplied the blocks of sandstone for the construction theatre is
located 10km West of Guadix, close to the current Francisco Abellán
dam. These could be brought from here to the theatre in their natural
form, where they were cut to the sizes needed for the works. The
debris generated was compacted to form a layer to cover the natural
ground as insulation and the platform of the orchestra was installed
and the pulpitum built on top of this. As an additional measure, a
drainage gallery was built which allowed the building’s structure to
be kept stable and insulated from the water.
The large, visible stone blocks of the orchestra and the foundations
for the scaenae frons weigh around 600kg and have an average size
of 110 x 60 x 43cm. Blocks of whitish-grey sandstone were used for
most of the decorative elements (capitals, pedestals, column shafts
and cornicing). Although it is more than likely that the majority of the
marble was extracted from the nearby Sierra de Filabres (Almeria),
some more exotic marble may have been brought from quarries
located in the East Mediterranean.
The Roman theatre of Guadix is organised into two terraces or
platforms on different levels over which the various structures are
distributed. The central nucleus of the theatre (scaena and orchestra)
is arranged on one terrace whilst the garden area or porticus post
scaenam are on a lower level. The remains of the stands (cavea) are
preserved below Paseo Ismael Gómez de la Serna, the trajectory of
which runs 7 metres above the level of the orchestra and below the
constructions of the buildings inside the Islamic wall.
The theatre was in use for at least two centuries; we know that the
stage was renovated at the end of the 2nd Century. Nonetheless,
we cannot specify when it stopped being used to perform plays. This
was most likely at the end of the 3rd Century A.D. since the marble
floor of the orchestra was plundered in the first half of the 4th Century.
16

General view of the Roman theatre of Guadix. mapoyatos

The scaena
The first structure to take shape and the most magnificent is the
scaenae frons. It has a length of 48.8m (165 Roman feet) and a
width of 5.63m, which is 7.1m at the base of the foundations (24
Roman feet). From the base of the foundation, the maximum
preserved height is 3.06m. The foundations (rows 1 to 3) were built
by positioning lengthwise rows of stone blocks as formwork which
sometimes fitted together with other transversal blocks, after which
the inside was filled with opus caementicium (similar to modern-day
concrete). After the fourth row the blocks were arranged in stretcher
and header-style rows with a row of intermediate blocks in the side
wings. The blocks of the fourth row, arranged as headers, were
especially large with an average size of 1.7m in length by a width
of 0.5m. Before laying this row, the builders had marked out the line
from which these had to be laid on the blocks of the third row, as they
marked the lines where the fifth row would go on the fourth. After that
the blocks were placed in line with each previous row. In total, six
rows of stone blocks remain. The scaenae frons is currently levelled
17
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ALM

Foundations of the scaenae frons. ALM

Remains of the paintwork that decorated the frons pulpiti. ALM

to the ground level of the three doors and the intermediate circulation
corridor (3m wide), which would have served as a passageway for
the actors to make their entrance onto the stage through the doors
of the scaenae frons.

built with concrete formwork and would have been finished off with
cornicing 50cm in height and 30cm wide. Most of these cornices
have been found down in the hyposcaenium: they are 87cm long
with two grooves with a cross-section of 13.5cm wide and 12cm
deep where the beams that supported the boards of the stage floor
would have been adjusted. These grooves, 30cm apart, were made
15cm from the edge, so if several cornice pieces were joined, the
distance between the beams would always be the same; 30cm.
At the end of the 2nd Century B.C. the stage of the theatre was
renovated due to the sinking of the murus pulpiti caused by the
water table. At that time, two large longitudinal walls with concrete
boxes 60cm wide were built which would serve as a base for the
new boards of the stage floor, and a pit was excavated next to the
inner face of the murus pulpiti for the installation of the grooves for
the aulaeum, a curtain that was lowered when the play started. The
sight of one of the two walls that has fallen sideways into the murus
pulpiti when its foundations gave way as a result of the water table
is impressive.

The proscaenium, the space where the actors performed and which
was situated on the podium, between the orchestra and the scaenae
frons, has a length of 38.16 metres and a width of 7.6 metres. The
stage was separated from the orchestra by a small wall topped with
cornicing which served as a front for the platform (pulpitum) and
allowed this to be 1.30 metres above the level of the orchestra. This
wall was made up of a central exedra and three rectangular niches
on each side. The stairwayss to access the stage from the orchestra
were located on each side of the central exedra (three 22cm high
steps of which the tread was also 22cm) and in the inner face of
the two end walls, one on each side. The front of the murus pulpiti
(frons pulpiti) showed the remains of decorative paintwork in all its
living spaces. This wall, more deteriorated towards the West, has
maintained its height from the central exedra to the East (65cm is
visible; 1.2m including the foundations). The wall, 60cm wide, was
18
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ALM

Architectural elements that had fallen into the hyposcaenium. ALM

Corinthian capital in one of the niches of the murus pulpiti. ALM

Below the level of the stage would have been the hyposcaenium,
a type of basement for the stage machinery, decorations and the
mechanisms that served to raise and lower the curtain. Although the
floor thereof has been destroyed, part of it remains in the inner face
of the frons pulpiti. With this detail and knowing the level at which
the beams that held up the stage would have been, we know that
the useful height of this space would have been 1.3m. When it was
excavated in 2008, it was filled in with almost a hundred architectural
elements (bases, capitals, columns, pedestals and cornices) which
would have given this space a monumental appearance. All these
elements have been removed over the course of the enhancement
project executed in 2014 and can now be seen laid out in order in
the visitor reception area of the archaeological park.

of the stage, with a length of 12m. Considering the dimensions of
the parascaenia and the length of the stage, this would give us an
external façade 72.8m in length. Given the systematic plundering,
even of the foundations, carried out by the Muslims, we won’t know
if the parascaenia were larger until the West side, in a better state of
preservation, is excavated.

There was a room on each side of the stage (parascaenium) which
served as changing rooms and which allowed the stands to be
spatially integrated with the stage. The excavation thereof is not yet
complete so there is not much we can say about them. Only in the
case of the one located more to the East have the foundations of
the North end wall been excavated, in line with the external façade
20

The orchestra
The orchestra has a diameter of 19.8 metres and is built from blocks
of calcirudite of different sizes that fit together perfectly, on top of
which slabs made of marble and other luxurious materials rested.
Only a few fragments of this floor have been recovered, since it was
completely plundered in the first half of the 4th Century A.D. Marble
has also been recovered from the proedria such as a side finish with
the paw and claw of an animal. As we said before, the orchestra was
accessed via large, lateral, vaulted corridors called aditus maximus
(main entrances). Whilst the Eastern side is still pending excavation,
the remains of the Western side have already been uncovered. Part
of one of the scalaria that allowed access to the lower stands (ima
21
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General view of the orchestra. ALM

The stage and the orchestra from the Western aditus. mapoyatos

cavea) remains next to it; the specific transversal layout of the blocks
that would have served as a platform for the lateral wall of the aditus
(and which we can see at the South of the channel) indicate the
route this would have taken. We know the alignment of the wall of

the aditus (and edge of the stand structure) thanks to the marks cut
into these blocks of stone; with this information and the theoretical
extension of the murus pulpiti we can determine that the width of
the aditus would have been 2.6m. Below the level of circulation

Close-up of the platform of stone blocks of the orchestra and start of the scalaria. mapoyatos

Main inspection chamber of the drainage gallery, near the edge of the orchestra. ALM
23
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of this side corridor ran a barrel-vaulted gallery 40cm wide with a
maximum height of 1.82m which served to drain the water table and
evacuate the rainwater that fell on the stands and the orchestra. If
we bear in mind the upper level of the gallery’s vaulted ceiling and
the point at which this turns towards the North-West, to head to the
exit, the natural ground is 70cm higher than the circulation level of
the orchestra, and we can confirm that the access to the theatre
would have been down a slightly sloped ramp. Thus the aditus plays
an important role being the visual focus that directly links the spaces
and clearances of the orchestra with those of the outside of the
building without being visible from outside.
The vaulted underground drainage gallery has two cleaning
inspection chambers and one for collection, in the part right next
to the orchestra for water collection. The depth of this gallery is
sufficient to effectively drain all of the groundwater. In the first of the
inspection chambers we can see a side channel that would have
led to the base of the scalaria; this chamber could still be visible,
possibly, with a grill to prevent people from falling in. This area, the
entrance to the orchestra, did not have a marble floor. This was
deduced from the level of wear of the blocks of stone, typical of
a space used for passage. There is evidence to suggest that the
aditus would have been separated from this space by a door.

The cavea
The cavea or stands had an external perimeter 72.8 metres in diameter,
if we bear in mind the length of the stage plus the parascaenia,
somewhat less than the 79.2 metres it should have measured if we
base this on the vitruvian ratio that the orchestra equates to 1/4 of
the diameter of the cavea. Until excavation of the parascaenia is
complete, we won’t know which of the two measurements is more
realistic. The extensive plundering the theatre was subject to in the
Moorish period (and which went down to the natural ground) wiped
out most of the stands. To date, almost all of the first circle of stands
and a three metre section of the second level, partially arranged
over the first level and on a ring of concrete that encircled the first
level of seating, have been excavated. From these we know that the
tread of each gradus (row of seats) was 74cm with a riser of 38cm.
The cavea was divided into three levels: ima, media and summa
cavea. The ima would have had fourteen levels of seating which
were accessed from the orchestra up five sets of steps (scalaria),
of which three remain. The soft, clayey nature of the hillside over
which the seating was distributed meant that these could not be cut
directly into the ground for which reason they were built resting on
the ones below and on rings of opus caementicium, at least in the
lower part of the ima cavea. Six rows have been calculated for the
media cavea and access was via the corridors around the perimeter
(vomitoria). Eight rows are calculated for the summa cavea, where
non-citizens, freedmen, slaves, temporary residents and women
would have been seated and this would have been topped with a
framework of columns. The construction of the stands was done by
cutting the hillside into two platforms on the North side of the hill
where the Roman colony settlement was. Above the second terrace,
the cutting of the hill was done in the shape of steps to house the
top rows of the media cavea. The top part of the stands would have
been built from Roman mortar (opus caementicium) although it is
no longer there as it was dismantled during the construction of the
Islamic wall.

The porticus post scaenam

Inside of the drainage gallery during the excavation thereof (July 2009) and once
cleaned and in use again. FJBrao
24

This is the best preserved part of the whole monumental complex
and was discovered over the course of the enhancement work of the
Guadix Roman theatre which took place between April and November
2014. The porticus post scaenam, the porticoed garden area behind
the stage, would have been 49.13m long (166 Roman feet) with a
width, still to be confirmed, of 29.6m (100 feet), creating a space
of 1,450m². This space has only been documented in four more
theatres in Spain: Italica (Santiponce), Caesaraugusta (Zaragoza),
Cartagonova (Cartagena) and Emerita Augusta (Mérida). In the
25
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Panoramic view of the porticus post scaenam. ALM

Covered section of the porticus post scaenam channel. ALM

case of Guadix, it is somewhat exceptional as the building, having
been built on a terrace which is lower than that of the theatre, still
stands 5.1 metres high. The Western door to access this space has
a clearance of three metres and a height of three and a half metres.
The sounding performed next to the door shows how this space was
abandoned suddenly in the second half of the 1st Century A.D. as a
result of heavy flooding that filled it with four metres of mud. For this
reason, it’s likely that the inside of this area is still exactly as it was
when it was in use at the end of the 1st Century A.D., with the ponds,
columns and statues these places typically had.

Abandonment and the construction of a domus at
the end of the 3rd Century A.D.

Of this space, part of the outer elevation of the West wall, the South
wall (above the level of the flooding), the outer face of the Western
door and part of the channel built over the retaining wall of the
terrace where the theatrum was, which served to supply water to
the gardens in addition to draining rainwater and groundwater, have
been excavated. The channel was 0.70 m wide and open all the way
along, except at the ends of the garden area where it was covered
so people could wander around the perimeter of the gardens from
the back porticoed gallery to the stage. After passing through the
porticus post scaenam, it collected the water from the underwater
gallery that drained the orchestra. Today we can see how this gallery
crosses the channel of the portico and continues its route north. This
section was built at the end of the 1st Century, when the porticus
was abandoned to channel the drained water to the river.
26

After the abandonment of the theatre and the loss of the monumental
nature of the space, a house was built next to it. Although we still
do not know exactly when in the 3rd Century this occurred, we
do know that the house was abandoned in the second half of the
4th Century A.D., perhaps traumatically as the collapse of some
walls would seem to suggest. It is highly speculative to talk about
the total surface area this house would have occupied although
the orientation, construction system and time line of several walls
existing close to the North-East corner of the theatre would indicate
a large domus with an upper floor of 500m².
To date, only part of three rooms of this house has been excavated.
We have no way of knowing the length of these rooms although
we do know the width (5.48m for two of them and 5.12m for the
third. Two of them are connected by a door with an opening one
metre wide and have floors made of compacted soil. Although the
furniture found was scarce, numerous coins were recovered from
the abandonment layer showing a time line from 270 to 360. In
the third room excavation is not complete given that the level of
abandonment and occupation is below the collapsed Western wall
of the room. When the wall fell down, the concrete crates used to
build it separated (lime and gravel concrete with formwork, 60cm
27
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systematic plundering thereof began, turning it into a “quarry” to
supply the new Muslim constructions. In a photograph of the Torreón
del Ferro taken in July 1901 by Leopoldo Soler y Pérez we can see
how the foundations and base of said Arabic tower are built from
rectangular sandstone blocks of similar dimensions to those that still
remain in the North face of the scaenae frons.
At the Western end, the plunderers stripped all the stands and the
walls of the aditus right down to the natural ground and foundations,
respectively. The cover layer of this plundering left a series of finelycrafted materials, amongst which were Moorish glazed items and
the remains of dry-string tiles, which allow us to date this time to
the second half of the 11th Century-first half of the 12th Century.
We can see that the extraction of the stone blocks was systematic.
After reaching the base level of the theatre, they continued with the
foundations. On the outer face of the scaenae frons, we can still see
the plundering trench.

1.View of the drainage gallery. 2. Trench from Arab plundering in the external face of
the scaenae frons. ALM

wide, 60cm high and 1.8m long). Once of the faces of the wall has
been eroded, but the inside is intact and may still contain decorative
frescoes if it had any; if this is the case, we would find ourselves in
front of a decorated, 4.8m high wall.

The theatre that became a quarry
From the 5th Century A.D. onwards, no occupation or activity
is documented in the area of the Roman theatre. From an
archaeological point of view, the period known as Late Antiquity is
the great unknown in the context of the city; in general, the levels
associated with the 5th to the 8th Century are absent or contain
little evidence. The continuity of the city in these Centuries is clear
as Guadix was an episcopal centre and due to the presence of the
various Visigothic materials excavated.
We also have little information on the beginning of the Muslim
occupation. The archaeological evidence shows no substantial
changes or important urban transformations until the 10th Century,
after which the Alcazaba was built. After the 11th Century, the
fortification of the medina continued with the construction of the
wall we can see today in Calle San Miguel. A building as important
as a Roman theatre must still have been visible then, when the
28

So, why were the remaining blocks of stone not extracted as well?
Paradoxically, it was actually the river, the floods of which must have
threatened the theatre many times, that saved it in the end. The
fact that some of the stone blocks of the foundations were located
underneath the hard concrete was not a problem for the Moors;
when this occurred, they simply cut them leaving part of them
inside the opus caementicium as we can see both in the structure
of the scaenae frons and in the blocks of stone that were ready to
be removed and which can be seen in the stage area. But at that
time, heavy flooding converted the area of the theatre into a swamp
thus interrupting the plundering and covering the remaining theatre
structures in a layer of silt and mud almost two metres thick.
After this, the space once occupied by the Roman theatre became a
vegetable-growing area until the beginning of the 1890s when it was
set up as an area for fairs and other social activities after the filling
and levelling out of the old Huerta de los Lao.
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Megalithic tomb no. 134 known
as the “dolmen de las Ascensías”.
mapoyatos

Over the last century and a half, the
dolmens have been the object of
numerous studies and inventories
that have highlighted the cultural
importance of this area throughout
the third millennium BC. We find
the first scientific references to the
area’s megalithic tombs in the work
Antigüedades Prehistóricas de
Andalucía (Prehistoric Antiquities
of Andalusia) (1868). Towards the
end of the 19th Century, Luis Siret
carried out the excavation of most
of the dolmens. The results of

ri

One of Europe’s most important and extraordinary megalithic
complexes can be found in the North of the province of Granada,
in the Gor and Gorafe municipalities. Along a 20km stretch of the
Gor River, from the Chalcolithic site of Las Angosturas (next to the
viaduct of the A-92) until it flows into the Fardes River, a total of 236
dolmens have been found, divided into ten groups or necropolises,
which would have been linked to various villages located along the
length of the river.
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the excavation allowed their use to be dated to between the Late
Neolithic period and the Early and Late bronze ages or, that which
is the same thing, throughout the 3rd millennium BC. In 1943, the
research of George and Vera Leisner, which offered new data on
the dolmens of this area, especially in terms of the construction type
and spacial distribution, was published. A decade later, between
1955 and 1956, Manuel García Sánchez and Jean Christian Spahni
produced the most complete analysis of the megalithic tombs of the
Gor River.
The Megalithic Park
On the map on the previous page you can see the trajectories of the
three routes that make up the Complete Theme Park on the Gorafe
Megalithic Complex, with a total length of 6,860 metres and 37
dolmens to visit. The Majadillas route, route no. 2, starts at the main
road in front of the Visitor Centre and climbs paths and tracks to reach
two platforms below the edge of the valley; on these two plateaus we
find the most numerous dolmen necropolis of all those known along
the Gor River. Of the twenty-three documented dolmens, you can
visit fourteen of them along this route measuring 2,150 metres. The
beautiful panorama of Gorafe and the rocky outcrops behind it that
are visible from here deserve special mention. The Islamic curves
of Los Algarves excavated from the middle of the cliff face are an
impressive sight. Route 3, LLano de Olivares, is the longest of the
three being 3,610 metres long and runs along the edge of the right
side of the canyon that encloses the Gor River. Along this ancient
channel of communication and transhumance you can visit thirteen
dolmens and near the start it has a viewpoint over the river from
which you can admire the particular geography of the area. Of all
the dolmens in Gorafe, the most spectacular can be found along the
Hoyas del Conquín route (route 4) and is known as the “dolmen de
las Ascensías”. This is a large trapezoidal dolmen, 3.85m in length,
2.6m wide and 2.2m high. The effort put into building it is noteworthy
since, in addition to the large size of the blocks used, there is also
the fact that the natural ground has been partially excavated.
All the routes include rest areas and information points that provide
details on the geology, ecology and historical characteristics of
the megalithic settlements. Both route 3 (Llano de Olivares) and 4
(Hoyas del Conquín) have a parking area.
Megalithic Visitor Centre
The Megalithic Visitor centre of Gorafe is located in the subsoil of a
mound 50m in diameter and 10m above ground in Calle Granada,
behind the church. The design imitates the form of a megalithic
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Megalithic Visitor Centre (CIM) of Gorafe. ALM

tomb with its chamber (central part) and access corridor (where
the shop and exit are). The display areas are distributed between
various underground galleries connected via an internal spiral ramp.
In these galleries you can see how the ancient settlers of this valley
lived, the history of the archaeological researching of the dolmens
since the middle of the 19th Century and how the phenomenon of
the megalithic era developed in other parts of Andalusia and Europe
through enjoyable, visual displays with a 3D projection.
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Complete Theme Park on the Megalithic Era
Opening times: open at all times / Price: free of charge
Megalithic Visitor Centre
Address: calle Granada, 1 18890 GORAFE (Granada)
Opening days: Tuesday to Sunday.
Opening hours: two guided tours (11am and 4pm; 10am and 8pm in
July and August).
Price: €3
Tel.: +34 958693369/+34 616944605 / email: turismocimgorafe@gmail.com
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BRONZE AGE:

THE ARGARIC SITE OF CASTELLÓN
ALTO (GALERA)

was reorganised, creating a stable area at the far West of the
intermediate terrace. This second phase also ended with a fire, after
which houses were only built in specific areas.
As is common with Argaric villages, numerous tombs were found
inside the houses in artificial caves excavated from the rock, mostly
sealed with large slabs wedged with stones which occasionally had
a wall of stones in front. In some cases, wooden boards were used
instead of stone slabs, as in tomb 121, found in the Lower Terrace
of the village during the work to turn the settlement into a museum,
which contained the remains of a man of between 27 and 29 years
of age, partially mummified, together with the remains of a child.
The magnificent preservation of the archaeological findings of
Castellón Alto, especially in terms of the organic remains, has
allowed us to gain important knowledge of the environment of the
era and its operation based on intensive farming of cereal and
certain legumes, complemented with significant sheep, goat and pig
rearing. It is estimated that between 80 and 100 people may have
lived in Castellón Alto when it was at its maximum occupation.

Reconstruction of a cabin on the intermediate terrace. JGR

Castellón Alto is located one kilometre to the West of the town
centre, overlooking the fertile meadow of the Galera River. The site,
which is believed to have been inhabited between 1900 and 1600
B.C., has the typical characteristics of the El Argar Culture: villages
situated in fortified areas that are difficult to access, rectangular
houses with stone walls made using wattle, foilage and mud,
burials in caves under the floors of the houses themselves, material
uniformity, an abundance of military weaponry and progressive
social stratification, which in the case of Castellón Alto is reflected
in the existence of a series of acropolises on the uppermost part
of the hill where the elite of the village would have lived, separated
from the rest of the village by a perimeter wall where the tank to
store water could be found. Below this Upper Terrace, the cabins
are distributed along two terraces or platforms created after having
cut away the natural rock. In addition to these three terraces, the
habitat extended up the side of an adjacent hill to the East of the
rocky embankment.
Archaeological research has determined three phases of
construction. The first, covering the whole surface of the hill, ended
violently with widespread fire. After this, the layout of the houses
34

Castellón Alto is the first prehistoric site of the Andalusian Bronze
Age to be made into an open-air museum, open to the public and
forming part of the Andalusian Network of Archaeological Sites. The
Archaeological Area, including the car park and access to the site,
occupies a total surface area of 38,450 metres squared for which
reason the estimated time for the guided tour is one and a half hours.
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Address: Paraje de Carrachila, s/n 18840 GALERA (Granada)
Opening days: Wednesday to Sunday and Bank Holidays.
Opening times: from 11am to 1pm and from 5pm to 7pm
(1st October to 30th April) / from 10am to 12am and 7pm to 9pm
(from 1st May to 30th September).
Price: €2 (general) and €1 (discount for children under 10 years of
age and groups of more than 20 people).
Tel.: +34 958739276 - +34 671568518 / email: castellonalto@yahoo.es
General view of the Castellón Alto settlement (next pages). JGR
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IRON AGE:

THE IBERIAN NECROPOLIS
OF TUTUGI (GALERA)

Iberian necropolis of Tutugi (Area I). Burial mound no. 50. JGR

Tutugi is the Iberian name of the people that settled in modern-day
Galera in ancient times. The Iberian oppidum, of around 6 and a
half hectares, occupied the spur in the form of a plateau to the East
of the current village. Although there is barely anything left of the
surface structures, at the beginning of the 20th Century the remains
of a Roman temple were still visible. On the East slope are the fairly
altered remains of a mighty wall, belonging to a possible gate or
multiple defensive system based on towers. In any case, like most of
the architectural elements visible today, the wall is clearly of Roman
construction.
The Tutugi necropolis, excavated between 1916 and 1918 by
Juan Cabré and Federico de Motos, is one of the largest known.
It comprises a series of burial mounds split into three clusters: the
first, or area I, to the North-East of the Cerro del Real on the other
side of the Galera river, where a total of 85 tombs were documented;
a second group, immediately to the West of the first and separated
from such by a small stream, where there were 47 tombs; and finally,
an area of less significance, located on the same side of the river
as the habitat but separated from such by about 500 metres to the
East, where another series of tombs, also 47 in number, was found.
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Almost all of the sites found contained human remains from
incineration rituals; only two cases indicated by Cabrá and Motos are
burial tombs corresponding to two children and these were located
in area III. The burial system is very varied, from pits excavated and
lined and covered with stone slabs to large artificial burial mounds
that cover a more or less complete chamber, accessed through a
long corridor. The necropolis was in use between the 5th and 3rd
Centuries B.C. One of the most interesting aspects of this necropolis
is the constant presence of coffins (larnakes); pieces of cut rock,
with a lid with a handle in the shape of an animal and with decoration
painted with different motifs on the outside, both on the lid and on
the coffin itself. Their purpose was to hold the ashes of the dead
person. Of all the material findings and funerary objects found inside
the burial sites, the small alabaster seated sculpture of Phoenician
origin, possibly a representation of the goddess Astarte, stands out.
It was found in tomb 20 of area I and is currently in Spain’s National
Archaeology Museum but a copy of it can be seen in the Galera
Archaeology Museum.
The enhancement work that took place between 2006 and 2012
included the restoration of nine tombs of Area I, which can be visited
along a route that covers part of the series of small hills around
which the necropolis is distributed. A Visitor Centre at the beginning
of the archaeological park helps visitors to understand the site more
easily.
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Address: Ctra. de Riego Nuevo, s/n 18840 GALERA (Granada)
Opening days: Tuesday to Sunday and Bank Holidays.
Opening times: from 11am to 1pm and from 4pm to 6pm (1st
October to 30th April) / from 10am to 12pm and 7pm to 9pm (from
1st May to 30th September).
Prices: €2 (general) and €1 (discount for children under 10 years of
age and groups of more than 20 people).
Tel.: +34 958739276 - +34 671568518 / email: castellonalto@yahoo.es
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